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Global warming and climate change are topics that have captured headlines 
in the last decade. A one week summit to address global climate change took place 
in Copenhagen, Denmark in December of 2009.1 The start of the summit was not 
very hopeful, as many of the participating nations showed fractious behavior, ex-
posing their particular viewpoints and concerns the matter. A disagreement arose 
around China’s rejection of American calls for the CO2 emissions to be indepen-
dently monitored. In addition, leak of controversial e-mails just before the opening 
of the summit contributed to complicate matters.2 
Participating nations believed in limiting CO2 emissions, but they were also 
worried about the economic impact of such limitation on their countries. For ex-
ample, what would be the cost of cutting emissions in the economies of wealthy 
nations and developing countries? Would there be an adequate flow of resources 
from wealthy countries to less developed countries? What would the economic 
scene of poor countries be while cutting down their CO2 emissions?1 Though these 
and other controversial issues were not adequately resolved, the summit generated 
enough worldwide attention to put global warming and its effects into perspective. 
As a result, a summit accord was signed by few nations. Nevertheless, the leadership 
of the United States, Brazil, South Africa, and India among the signatories infused 
optimism for other countries to join the accord later on.3
Regardless of the outcome of negotiations at the international level, we, the 
ordinary citizens of the world, are in the middle of this global imbroglio. It is up 
to us to understand the magnitude of the problem and seek ways to deal with it. 
Despite a variety of opinions on the cause of global warming, it is clear that envi-
ronmental changes are related to an increase in carbon dioxide concentrations in 
the atmosphere, alterations in the biogeochemistry of the global nitrogen cycle, and 
land use. 4  
As an institution of higher education, Hostos Community College (HCC)has 
the responsibility of educating the members of our community on current events 
effecting our lives.  HCC is located in one of the most polluted areas of New York 
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City.5  The college serves a large number of students that need to be educated about 
environmental issues.  It is our duty to channel students’ appreciation of the world 
as a whole, to have them recognize their role as decision makers, and ponder on the 
consequences of their judgment in the near future.
Despite the fact that scientific evidence on the role of humanity in global 
warming is still under debate, the changes we will face, whether catastrophic or 
negligible, are unavoidable. Global warming and climate change have triggered en-
vironmental change, they are revolutionizing socio-economic structures worldwide, 
and are creating new professional fields.6  In the view of this global phenomenon the 
Natural Sciences Department had taken the initial steps by using two departmental 
events, the Hostos Earth Day and the Natural Sciences department’s Open House 
event, as springboards to foster climate change awareness, doing so as early as April 
of 2006 at the Hostos Earth Day Celebration.7  In addition, during the spring 2007, 
a selected group of students was prepared by faculty for their participation in the 
international forum on global warming organized by ATHGO (Alliance Towards 
Harnessing Global Opportunities) at the United Nations on June 9th.8 
Furthermore, the Natural Sciences Department is member of two nation-
wide movements dedicated to fostering climate change awareness, Focus The Na-
tion  (FTN) and the National Teach-In.9  Through these affiliations, the department 
has sponsored a variety of activities, panel discussions, movie showings, conferences, 
and teach-ins to reach out to the college community. The launching of FTN was in 
the fall of 2006, with a panel discussion between faculty representatives from each 
department and institutional leaders. The panelists evaluated global warming from 
their personal perspectives, expressed their points of view, and provided ideas on 
how our institution should approach the challenge. 
During the following spring semesters (2008 and 2009), teach-in events re-
cruited faculty from several departments, in addition to the entire Natural Sciences 
department, to participate in the nation-wide movement dedicated to focus the na-
tion’s attention to the matter of global warming. Participating faculty dedicated 
part of their teaching sections or entire sections to discuss global warming, climate 
change, and sustainability with students, there were also student presentations, slide 
shows, paintings, poems, and other types of work with practical application, such 
as energy saving projects.10   Eventually, institutional leaders and community lead-
ers become involved by participating in panel discussions or giving presentations at 
college wide events.11,12
The efforts were not restricted to academics. Some of our efforts were dedi-
cated to exploring clean energy alternatives such as recycling, green roofs and solar 
panels.13,14 Coincidentally, in the spring of 2008, the path initiated at Hostos Com-
munity College merged with the Hostos Sustainability Council, which was created 
by CUNY in order to achieve the Chancellor’s goal of a 30% reduction in green-
house gas emissions and sustainability by the year 2017.15 As a result, each of the 23 
CUNY institutions was asked to create a measurable 10 year sustainability plan at 
all levels, energy, water, transportation, procurement, and education.16  
The relevance of the theme of sustainability cannot be overlooked.  In view 
of the positive response and the support we have received college-wide,17 we hope 
to count on more faculty members campus-wide to help us in this campaign that is 
no longer just a campaign of the Natural Sciences’ Department, but a CUNY wide 
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crusade. The next step is to continue developing activities related to global warming, 
climate change, and sustainability in our courses to begin developing multidisci-
plinary collaborations that will contribute to establish an institutional culture of 
sustainability. 
The year 2017 is the deadline for all CUNY campuses to demonstrate their 
achievements in all areas. Faculty’s goal as part of the Educational Outreach pil-
lar of the Sustainability Council is to create courses that deal directly with global 
warming, climate change, green energy, green jobs, and sustainable use of natural 
resources, green engineering, and others focused in shaping student’s academic for-
mation according to the realities of the current and future world. The challenge of 
carving our institution path to sustainability is in our hands. 
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